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Beads, Charms, Buttons - Decoration assorted - Glass Beeds

Petite Strand Collection - Style #45
da: Jesse James and Co.

Modello: ACCDIT-6868

Jesse James Beads Petite Strand - #45 
Exquisite 7" strand of our finest bead material in 8-
16mm sizes, these tiny beauties offer an essentiel
assortment of bead styles for creating more
delicate jewelry designs, fashionable accessories
and much more. It's all up to your imagination!
PLEASE NOTE: The beads included in this strand are
handmade, therefore their shape and "trace of color" might
differ from the picture, which represents the shade and
general style of the sttrand of beads.

Price: € 5.65 (incl. VAT)
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Beads, Charms, Buttons - Decoration assorted - Glass Beeds

Petite Strand Collection - Style #18
da: Jesse James and Co.

Modello: ACCDIT-6841

Jesse James Beads Petite Strand - #18 
Exquisite 7" strand of our finest bead material in 8-
16mm sizes, these tiny beauties offer an essentiel
assortment of bead styles for creating more
delicate jewelry designs, fashionable accessories
and much more. It's all up to your imagination!
PLEASE NOTE: The beads included in this strand are
handmade, therefore their shape and "trace of color" might
differ from the picture, which represents the shade and
general style of the sttrand of beads.

Price: € 5.65 (incl. VAT)
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Beads, Charms, Buttons - Decoration assorted - Glass Beeds

Petite Strand Collection - Style #15
da: Jesse James and Co.

Modello: ACCDIT-6824

Jesse James Beads Petite Strand - #15 
Exquisite 7" strand of our finest bead material in 8-
16mm sizes, these tiny beauties offer an essentiel
assortment of bead styles for creating more
delicate jewelry designs, fashionable accessories
and much more. It's all up to your imagination!
PLEASE NOTE: The beads included in this strand are
handmade, therefore their shape and "trace of color" might
differ from the picture, which represents the shade and
general style of the sttrand of beads.

Price: € 5.65 (incl. VAT)
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